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I. Title: Sum = {Poetry + New Media + Politics + Performance} 
II. Description: Akin to how printing technologies revolutionized verse to create a print culture, new 

media advancements have led to another tectonic shift in how audiences experience language and how 
poets explore identity and embodiment. Now poets are transforming language and performance for a 
digital culture by exploring social media, visualization, code, vr, and mobile applications. This reading 
will showcase work from diverse poets that have incorporated new media into their craft and 
performances.  

III. Category: Poetry Reading  
IV. Organizer & Moderator: Vincent A. Cellucci 
V. Event Participants & Short Bios: 

○ Atom Atkinson is the director of writing programs at Catapult and a doctoral student at the 
University of Utah. They are also one-sixth of the poetry collective Line Assembly. Previously, 
they served as the inaugural director of literary arts at Chautauqua Institution. 

 
○ Lillian-Yvonne Bertram is the author of Travesty Generator, a book of computational poetry 

longlisted for the 2020 National Book Award in Poetry. The author of several works, they are 
an Associate Professor of English, Africana Studies, and Art & Design at Northeastern 
University, and edit for Black Ocean Books and Persea Press. 

 

○ Vincent A. Cellucci wrote Absence Like Sun and An Easy Place / To Die. Vincent performed 
"Diamonds in Dystopia," an interactive poetry web app, internationally and at SXSW in 2017, 
and the poem was anthologized in Best American Experimental Writing 2018. He explores new 
media, data, and language at the TU Delft Library.    

 

○ Ronaldo V. Wilson, PhD is a poet, interdisciplinary artist, and cultural critic. His latest book 
is Lucy 72 (1913 Press, 2018). He is Professor of Literature and Creative Writing, and Principal 
Faculty of Critical Race and Ethnic Studies (CRES) at the University of California, Santa Cruz. 

VI. Introduction - Artist statement on work with {Poetry + New Media + Politics + Performance} (10 
mins)   

A. Welcome/Introduce Reading/Performers/Bios (Vincent Cellucci - 2 mins) 
B. Work with Sum = {Poetry + New Media + Politics + Performance}  artist statements (readers 

- 2 mins per). Open but can speak to the role of “the poet” and level of “intermediation.”  

VII. Performances/Readings (15 mins per)  
 

○ Atom Atkinson will perform.  

 

○ Lillian-Yvonne Bertram will perform selections of their work, including poems from 
Travesty Generator, which were derived from computational processes—permutation 
programming code and algorithms. 
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○ Vincent A. Cellucci will perform Diamonds in Dystopia 2.0, a creative datamining web app for 
poetry performers (a collaboration with Jesse Allison and Derick Ostrenko), which is being 
updated with the intention of being of use for other  poets/performers to load in their original 
seed text and custom corpora for performance-enhancing improvisations from audience 
interactivity as well as a  tool for generating audience-specific collaborative poems. Cellucci will 
also briefly demo: “2 washington sq: a precovid ode” to present some of the virtual reality 
possibilities for poets/performers to work with Patch XR.  

 

○ Ronaldo V. Wilson will perform selections of his work, mining the vectors of Lucy 72 (2018), 
Carmelina: Figures (Oct. 21), and the forthcoming Virgil Kills (May 22), all of which mine the 
author’s visual and digital-based works in studio and performance. 

VIII. Poets will use the remaining time to make any concluding remarks about the Sum = {Poetry + New 
Media + Politics + Performance} (time permitting) 

 
alt text for new media projects: 
 
Diamonds in Dystopia 2.0 (Cellucci, Allison, and Ostrenko) is a web framework for incorporating interactive 
media into live performances. We see this tool as a performance enhancer, multimedia poetry synthesizer, and 
serendipity machine with the ability to tie together large audiences for interactive visual and sonic experiences 
while creating site-specific poetry. As a performance, it is primarily a web-driven app for incorporating 
improvisation into readings. The audience act as collaborators by tapping word selections on their mobiles to 
send a distilled, improvisational stanza culled from a massive corpus of text to the poet on stage. The individual 
taps coming from the audience’s ui also trigger synthesized audio effects at varying pitches to create a 
soundscape as well as contributing to a theater visual projection of the audience's contributions, disguised by 
color, pushed to the screen by the performer. 

 “2 washington sq: a precovid ode” is an interactive media installation with 360° video of the author writing a 
poem in situ at Washington Square Park. Cellucci sits on a bench in the middle; a panorama is created around 
this point. There is a trash-art installation opposing the historic arch and you can hear a street musician play 
the marimba and see the crowd of tourists and pedestrian traffic on a busy, pre-covid day. Digital buttons and 
wires are overlaid creating another type of installation that can be pressed to play sound bites of the author 
reading the poem, some are sped up, some slowed down. This creates a musical composition and interactive 
documentary experience for a poem method the author is calling Event Maps in reference to Hannah 
Hinchman.  


